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Policy, law, and ethics lag behind technology.
3 This is a common refrain that accurately reflects the reality in democratic states, but is not necessarily the case for authoritarian regimes.
Authoritarian states have much more quickly embraced technological changes and innovations to further entrench regime durability, including information control. The slipping innovation dominance, and innovation gap between authoritarian and democratic regimes, therefore, may be one of stagnant political innovation as opposed to slipping technological innovation. Authoritarian regimes have more adeptly embraced digital technologies to further their domestic and international objectives while democratic regimes' laissez-faire and myopically optimistic approach has left them scrambling to understand and influence the digital domain. The United
States must reassert global leadership in shaping the future of the internet. That leadership will require a broader acknowledgement of full-spectrum cyber behavior, including the policies and laws required to benefit democratic values and norms. With that acknowledged, the U.S. risk obsolescence in shaping the future international order.
Authoritarian Policy Innovation
For decades while tech sectors and governments in democracies were singularly focused on the promises of a technological utopia, authoritarian regimes have pursued strategies exploiting internet expansion for information control. These activities often are first tested on domestic The two most prominent examples of this authoritarian, cyber sovereignty model are China and Russia. While they share some similarities, there also are some distinctions and so it is worth providing a high-level overview of their approach to data localization and cyber sovereignty as these are the models that are inspiring others across the globe.
Chinese Model
In October, Chinese President Xi Jinping thoroughly detailed his vision of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics that includes internet control to "oppose and resist the whole range of erroneous viewpoints". 6 This emphasis on cyber sovereignty reinforces China's cybersecurity law which similarly places the government as the protector and manager of online content. The repercussions of China's data localization extends beyond its own sovereign borders.
For instance, China has led several efforts to integrate state internet control requirements into United Nations documents focused on global cyber norms. 12 China also seeks to control Chinese language media and content external to its borders as part of a broader strategy to garner influence abroad. 13 Domestically, China's emphasis on government control of data has enabled a nascent social credit system that perhaps best personifies the striking repercussions of competing approaches to data protection. 14 As revealed in 2014, China is developing a national system to track and rate the reputations of individuals and businesses. It will increasingly influence all aspects of life, including loan applications, dating profiles, job prospects, airplane ticket purchases, travel, and property ownership. 15 Individuals are scored based on a range of factors such as financial debt, deviation from state-approved online content, and the scores of others within your social networks.
8 https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2007/11/yahoo-calls-withholding-of-info-on-chinese-arrests-amisunderstanding/ 9 https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-blurry-cyber-laws-give-u-s-tech-companies-no-security-1512558004 10 http://www.china-briefing.com/news/2018/01/04/chinas-digital-economy-shape-things-come. internet infrastructure among the BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa), which includes an alternate domain name system which would allow each country greater autonomy and control over access to specific websites. 30 This alternate internet, combined with data sovereignty, is intended to grant Russia greater autonomy and control of digital information.
Democratic Responses
For the most part, democracies have not evolved at the same pace as authoritarian regimes in their digital policy innovation. In the United States, the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act from 1986 remains the benchmark bill guiding appropriate online activity. Instead, the European Union is currently the leading democratic entity shaping individual security and privacy online, and establishing appropriate behavior and access in cyberspace. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is the most prominent policy that reflects key tenets of the multi-stakeholder model, including an emphasis on individual privacy and civil liberties. At its core, the GDPR maintains a strong emphasis on individual data protections, which includes personally identifiable data (PII), but extends to content about an individual. Key data protection features within the GDPR are the right to erasure (aka the right to be forgotten), and the right for an individual to access their data and rectify incorrect data. 31 It is a far-reaching framework that impacts everything from marketing to artificial intelligence to breach notification.
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Importantly, the GDPR introduces data standards that pertain to data of European Union citizens regardless of where the data is held. 33 Even if a corporation is not headquartered in the EU, but they have data on EU citizens, they must comply with the GDPR.
The EU's push toward individual data protection and privacy is not surprising in the wake of the increasingly unprecedented magnitude and scope of corporate data breaches. The GDPR also reinforces the values and norms of individual freedoms and humans rights that 30 https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/government/russia-wants-to-launch-backup-dns-system-by-august-1-2018/ 31 https://gdpr-info.eu/art-17-gdpr/ 32 http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/feature/Accommodating-GDPR-email-marketing-regulations-a-top-priority, http://www.aitech.law/blog/data-privacy-ai-and-the-gdpr , https://gdpr-info.eu/art-33-gdpr/ 33 http://www.itsecurityguru.org/2017/01/30/impact-gdpr-outside-eu/ are foundational to the EU. 34 In this way, data regulation frameworks intersect with and adhere very closely to their native political institutions. The GDPR reflects the political and economic union of 28 democratic members, prioritizing the data protection and individual rights that reinforce democratic institutions. In turn, with the additional emphasis on corporate responses to data breaches, the GDPR advances specific norms for security and privacy within a regulatory framework.
While the GDPR is the result of years' worth of negotiations, compromises, and corporate input, the United States lacks anything remotely similar and more so reflects a patchwork of proposals with an unknown time frame or probability for implementation. 35 The U.S. has taken a sector-specific approach to data privacy, such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Lacking a national policy, individual states are seeking their own solutions, such as current proposals in Georgia to modify the CFAA, or the city of Los Angeles, which required Google to store data within the U.S. as a contractual condition. 36 This recent
Congressional hearings on social media manipulation and data privacy demonstrated how nascent these discussion are, wherein the idea of regulation was floated, but remains nebulous at best. The Honest Ads Act is one proposal where social media would be regulated similar to traditional media, but currently has not significantly progressed toward implementation, and does not address data privacy concerns.
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However, all is not lost for democracies. Current trajectories should not be assumed to be permanent or unwavering. Authoritarian regimes do not face the same constraints those in democracies, and have adeptly exploited this gap through digital interference at home and abroad in pursuit of regime objectives. 
